At Oklahoma Christian University, students receive a world-class education rooted in Christian values, empowering them to become a passionate, compassionate contributor to their community. Our holistic approach to education extends beyond academic excellence, fostering spiritual growth and career development, preparing students to lead a life aligned with God’s purpose. Oklahoma Christian University student students study cybersecurity as a part of our Computer Science program. We believe that a good foundation in Computer Science will best prepare students for a career in the complex world of cybersecurity. Our B.S. cyber degree was awarded CAE designation in 2021. OC also offers a M.S. in Computer Science with Cybersecurity.

OC’s cybersecurity program is a practical, hands-on program. Our cybersecurity classes use hands-on labs, so cyber students develop good cyber skills through lot of practice. Each of our cybersecurity classes also prepares students for specific cyber certifications. Our cyber students participate in national and international cyber competitions. Our teams have consistently ranked in the top 10% in these competitions.

OC’s faculty have real-world industry computer science and cybersecurity experience. That experience allows them to mentor students in how best to prepare for a career, help them make connections in industry and prepare for the job application process. OC often hosts cyber professional organizations and conference on its campus.
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